


About IIM Indore

Established in 1996, Indian Institute of Management Indore (IIM Indore) has been a leader in the field of ma-

nagement education, interfacing with the industry, government and PSUs. It is promoted and nurtured by the

Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India and is an institute of national importance un-

der the Indian Institutes of Management Act 2017. Situated atop a scenic hillock, the 194-acre campus of

IIM Indore provides an ideal backdrop for contemplative learning. IIM Indore has the latest in teaching aids,

rich learning resources, a strong IT backbone, state-of-the-art sports complex and hostels as well as contem-

porary infrastructure. IIM Indore is one of the few institutions in India with a “Triple Crown”with accreditation

from Association of MBAs (AMBA) and Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB)

 & EQUIS.   

IIM Indore provides a broad array of programmes, formats and locations (Indore and Mumbai) to meet diverse

needs for management education. IIM Indore has 100+ well-qualified internal faculty complemented by care-

fully selected adjunct faculty with considerable industry or domain expertise. The faculty quality of IIM indore

is ranked number 3 by Outlook-Icare India MBA ranking 2020. IIM Indore offers a participant-centered approach

to management education. Several IIM Indore faculty members have been deputed for Participant-Centered

Learning Programme at Harvard Business School. The Institute provides excellent physical infrastructure for

academics, residence and extra-curricular activities as well.  

Institute Overview

Distinctive Features of IIM Indore
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Finance has been taking centre-stage status over the last five to ten years. What was earlier considered as a 

discipline too technical  and esoteric to merit attention of non-finance professionals is today increasingly being 

embraced by professionals from fields as diverse as manufacturing, marketing, and human resources. What has 

led to this heightened awareness of the need to understand finance? On the one hand intense competition in  

product markets has forced firms to think beyond top-line revenue maximization. On  the other hand, highly liquid 

and competitive markets for funds have forced firms to focus on providing maximum value to the providers of that 

scarce commodity- capital. Firms are naturally forced to think in terms of justifying their every action in clearly 

defined financial terms. Today, managerial performance assessment is more closely aligned to the objectives of 

maximization of the wealth  of capital-providers than ever before. EVA, value-based management and such other 

terms are today part of the ordinary vocabulary  of manager.

Strategic Financial Management Programme Overview



Communication of brochures and newsletters from IIM Indore
Lifelong access to a network of distinguished IIM Indore Executive Alumni
Access to the IIM Indore Campus Library (onsite access)
Official email ID of the institute
Institute identity card

Real Life Case Studies Business Simulations 

Alumni Benefits

Lecture Peer Group Discussions
& Presentation

On successful completion of the programme, the participants will be awarded a Certificate of Completion of
General Management Programme for Executives and will be eligible for Executive Alumni Status of the Institute.

Pedagogy

Programme Objectives

Who should attend?

Certification & Alumni Status
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     Strategic Financial Management Programme 
                              For Executives

INDORE
INDIAN INSTITUTE
OF MANAGEMENT

Certi!cate of Completion 
INDORE
INDIAN INSTITUTE
OF MANAGEMENT

         Alumni Status 

Strategic Management Financial Programme - Key Aspects

•

•

•

•

•

•

The programme seeks to equip the non-finance professional with the basic set of tools and techniques from 
the finance discipline.

Mid to senior-level executives in General Management, Corporate Planning, Marketing and Sales, Banking 
and Insurance or other Functional Areas.
Top-level executives who desire to be comfortable with reading financial statements and other financial 
information, and making financially based decisions.

The programme assist managers to be able to gain an insight into the exciting world of the management of 
the finances of a company.

The Programme progressively builds up concepts and aids the participant in applying financial concepts to 
decision situations from various non-finance functions.

 The programme is wrapped up by looking at ways to link managerial performance assessment with the goal 
of wealth maximization for the providers of capital.



The Programme Structure & Faculty

THE LANGUAGE OF FINANCE - FINANCIAL REPORTING

Module
      1

Module
      2

Module 3

̆ Interpretation of the financial statements

̆ Fundamental concepts of financial accounting

̆ Strategic Cost Management

̆ Cost Drivers

IT IS ALL ABOUT VALUE - VALUATION  & RISK MANAGEMENT 
̆ Valuation of firms
̆ Mergers & Acquisitions
̆ Understanding financial risk
̆ Risk management techniques
̆ Strategy to preserve & Enchance value
 

THE RIGHT CHOICE - INVESTMENT DECISIONS
̆ Investment Analysis

̆ Capital Budgeting Techniques

̆ Investment in Working Capital

THE OWNERS & LENDERS-CAPITAL STRUCTURE
̆ Capital structure decisions
̆ Dividend decisions
̆ Cost of Capital

Module
      4

Prof. Saumya Ranjan Dash
   Finance and Accounting
- M.Com, Ph.D (IIT Kharagpur)

   Finance and Accounting
- M.A. (Hyderabad), M.Tech 
  (IISc, Bangalore), Ph.D.

Prof. L V Ramana 

Module
     5

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

  Finance and Accounting
- M.Sc. , Fellow in Economics 

 Prof. Ganesh  Nidugala

̆ Balance of Payments, Exchange rate determination &
  Working of foreign exchange markets
̆ Parity conditions in forex markets &
  Foreign exchange rate risk management
̆ International monetary system, Capital
  flows & their impact on emerging markets

   Finance and Accounting
- M.Sc., FPRM (IRMA)

Prof. Debasish Maitra
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  Finance and Accounting
- B.E., MBA, Ph.D (Jadavpur University)

Prof. Kousik Guhathakurta



problem-solving techniques and decision making abilities.

Programme Insights 

Real - World Case Studies Participants will learn via real-world case studies enhancing their 

Investment Analysis and Lockheed Tri Star – Harvard Business School
A case study that is based on capital budgeting. It helps to compare various decision criteria 
(including IRR and NPV) for capital investment projects. This is an case, where relevant cash 
flows are provided, and the focus is on the discounting mechanics and the decision to invest. 
The case study in addition directly probes the link between positive NPV projects,
and value added to the shareholders. The case analyzes Lockheed's decision to invest in the 
TriStar L-1011 Airbus project. This drives home the importance of discounting and NPV, and 
shows the adverse effect of a negative NPV project on shareholder value.

Classic Pen Co.: Developing an ABC Model
Classic Pen has diversified from its core blue and black pen business by introducing new special-
ized colors. But costs have risen and margins on blue and black pens are decreasing. The control-
ler turns to activity-based costing (ABC) for an explanation. The learning objective of the case is 
to illustrate the rationale for and application of activity-based costing (ABC) through a simple 
numerical exercise, based on the Cooper/Kaplan pen factory example.

 DELL Working Capital – Harvard Business School
Dell Computer Corp. manufactures, sells, and services personal computers. The company 
markets its computers directly to its customers and builds computers after receiving a customer 
order. This build-to-order model enables Dell to have much smaller investment in working capital 
than its competitors. It also enables Dell to more fully enjoy the benefits of reduction in compo-
nent prices and to introduce new products more quickly. Dell has grown quickly and has been able 
to finance that growth internally by its efficient use of working capital and its profitability. This 
case highlights the importance of working capital management in a rapidly growing firm.

 Sun Microsystems – University of Virginia – Darden Business Publising
This case is designed for use in Corporate Finance courses at the an advanced Valuation class. 
The primary objective of this case is to introduce or reinforce valuation tools in the context of 
mergers and acquisitions. A teaching note and student spreadsheet accompany this case. This 
case is written from the perspective of a member of Oracle's valuation team during Oracle's bid 
to acquire Sun Microsystems in 2009. Sun was an industry leader in the IT sector, and it had 
many suitors, including IBM. Oracle had distinguished itself as the world's largest and most 
reputable sellers of database management systems and other related software, and it had 
recently acquired several low-margin companies and turned them into higher-margin operations. 
Combining Sun and Oracle had the potential to create the Wal-Mart of the enterprise software 
industry. Supplemental student and faculty spreadsheets are available to verified users.
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Marriott Corporation: The Cost of Capital – Harvard Business School 
Presents recommendations for hurdle rates of Marriott's divisions to select by discounting 
appropriate cash flows by the appropriate hurdle rate for each division



            Job Position        Industry

Work Experience

Batch Profile  

Our Participants Profile
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Academic Background

B.E/B.Tech/B.Sc/B.Arch

Company Profile of our Participants

B.Com/BBA/M.Com
MBA
CA/ACCA

Below 10 years
10 to 15 years
15 to 20 years
20+ years

MBBS

Business Head
Sales/Marekting Manager
IT Manager
Project/Service Manager
CFO/Finance Head
CEO/Director/VP
Entrepreneurs
Medical Doctors

Automobile & Aviation
Banking
Construction & Real Estate
FMCG & Fashion
Healthcare
Oil & Gas
IT & Telecom
Logistics & SCM
Retail & E-Commerce
 Travel & Education



I called the Programme Director, Mahesh Chotrani at Anusima Dubai for 
enquiring about the IIM-Indore General Management Programme. With 20+ 
years of working experience,I was not sure what to expect in terms of 
learning. Only one thing that I was sure about, was that after all these years 
I needed to upskill my knowledge and thinking abilities. All these queries were 
quickly put to rest with some great counselling and live lecture. What I 
particularly liked in the programme, is the excellent mix of real world case 
studies from the globe, mixed with very high impact lecture delivery from 
world class IIM-I faculty lead by programme Director Prof. Manoj. The course 
covers all the basics of management in an elementary way, yet in quite some 
depth and helps to deep dive.I already feel a changed person in terms of my 
thinking and confidence to handle work and life better having been through 
this. I recommend this for everyone who is interested to start thinking in a 
structured way. 

GMPe introduced me to a new journey of learning and self-development. It's 
the dedication & passion of Anisuma team, to structure & design the course 
so well. I feel it's not just about learning business and management skills & 
techniques, it's about understanding the world around us.There is so much 
to gain from the experience and knowledge of the best of the faculties and 
from other participants who comes from entirely different background.Each 
session of class-room and group discussion helped me to understand and 
share the different views, ideas, opnions & the best possible solutions for 
a given scenario.The best part is after a long professional mode, my life is 
switched back to student mode, where I need to attend classes, take notes, 
do my own research on the topic, prepare for the given case studies, all 
this just added a new energy & enthusiasm to my life. A Big thanks to Dr. 
Himanshu Rai and Anisuma for giving us this platform of learning & 
knowledge and I am sure, this is just the beginning..

As a young entrepreneur, GMP program of IIM Indore in collaboration with 
Anisuma added immense value to decision making, rationale thinking and 
structured approach in professional life. The rich content of the program, 
highly qualified faculty having affluent industry experience lead me to take 
this decision for which I am grateful to Anisuma. With sizable years of 
industry experience it was need of the hour to touch base on the basics & 
advance methods of conducting business during different phases viz. 
setting up, growth, and maturity. Some of the decisions on leadership, 
negotiations, product development, expansion, marketing, sales, and finance 
was highly influenced in positive manner to achieve new heights. A great 
deal of group discussions and alumni further enhanced the networking and 
communication skills is growing with every new batches added to the 
program.  program.  

�࠲࠼�࠳࠳ࡀࡂ��࠼ࡅ࠽࠲�࠾࠽࠶࠱�࠽ࡂ�ࡁࡀࡃ࠽࠶�ࡆ࠷ࡁ�࠳࠻�࠳ࡄ࠷ࠕ̀�࠲࠷ࡁ�࠼࠺࠽࠱࠼࠷ࠚ�࠻࠶ࡀ࠰ࠏ �࠺࠺࠷ࡅ�ࠗ
�ࡁ࠷�࠳࠵࠲࠳࠺ࡅ࠽࠼࠹�ߺ࠲࠺ࡀ࠽ࡅ�࠳ࡂࡀ࠽࠾ࡀ࠽࠱�࠼ࠗ�́࠳ࡆ�࠳࠶ࡂ�࠵࠼࠷࠼࠳࠾ࡀ࠶ࡁ�ࡀࡃ࠽࠴�ࡂࡁࡀ࠷࠴�࠳࠶ࡂ�࠲࠼࠳࠾ࡁ
your AXE & keeping it rationalized is sharpening.
Anisuma & IIM has got the recipe spot-on for honing your knowledge, the 
program not only gives you an insight of the various essentials of business 
but also empowers you with positive perspectives towards every possible 
business situation. the pedagogy adopted gives a paradigm shift to our 
dependence continuum into Interdependence with balanced regular/online 
coursework to fit in with our work schedules.
It also enhances opportunities to engage with leading faculties of IIM and 
outstanding alumni forum for life. the one year of the program that I spent 
in the most stimulating and picturesque environs, has not only helped me 
gain the necessary knowledge skill-sets but also ushered a unique vigor to 
set out and embrace transformation.
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Participants Testimonials 
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9 months of learning & hardwork, lifetime experience. This course has 
enriched me in many ways, updating my knowledge about current trends in 
the market, implementing the learning in my current profile. Nothing beats 
sharing information & learning in a classroom full of experienced people in 
various fields. Not only the exposure you get the kind of bond you build with 
�ࡂ࠷࠶࠽ࠠ�ߴ�࠶ࡁ࠳࠶ࠛ�˷�࠻࠳ࡂ�࠻ࡃࡁ࠷࠼ࠏ�࠳࠶ࡂ�࠽ࡂ�ࡁ࠽࠲ࡃ࠙�࠳࠺࠰࠼࠷࠵࠻࠷࠼ࡃ�ࡁ࠷�ࡁࡀ࠳࠳࠾�ࡀࡃ࠽ࡇ
you guys have made this experience not only pleasurable but also very 
empowering. Your passion is highly contagious. Learning has and will never 
stop after doing this course with Anisuma. 

�ࡇ࠻�ࡁࡅ�ࡂ࠷�࠳ࡁࡃ࠱࠳࠰�࠳ࡁࡀࡃ࠽࠱�ࠗࠛࠗࠗ�࠲࠳ࡀࡀ࠳࠴࠳ࡀ࠾�ࠗ�ߺ࠼࠷࠳ࡄ�ࡀ࠳ࡂ࠶࠵࠷࠺�࠼ࠗ�߯߯�ࡇࡁ�࠽ࡂ�ࡂ࠶ࠥ̀
�ࡇ࠺࠳ࡀ࠷ࡂ࠼࠳�࠳࠻�࠳࠲࠻�࠳ࡁࡀࡃ࠽࠱�ࡁ࠷࠶ࡂ�ߺࡁࡁ࠳࠺࠳࠶ࡂࡀ࠳ࡄ࠳ࠜ�߷࠳࠻࠽࠶�ࡁࡅ࠺࠼࠷�ࡇ࠻߶�́ࠚࠏࠠࠣࠡࠏࠡ̀
new person with new perspective; enlightening me on so many management 
aspects which I was unaware of after spending 25 years in pure Technical 
environment esp. how company runs, how it markets itself, how it manages 
day-to-day operations and last but not the least how Finances are managed 
in severe economic conditions. From deepest of my heart, I want to thank 
Mahesh & Anisuma team for their infectious dedication & passion in smallest 
of details and giving me opportunity to interact with some of the best 
�࠴࠽�ࡁࡀ࠽ࡁࡁ࠳࠴࠽ࡀࠞ �ࡁ࠼࠷ࡀ࠰�ࡂࡁ࠳࠰�࠶ࡂ࠷ࡅ�࠹ࡀ࠽ࡅ�࠲࠼�࠷࠲࠼ࠗ �ࠝࠒ�ࠢࠡࠣࠛ�ࠏ�࠶࠱ࡂ࠰�࠳࠶ࡂ�࠼࠷
�ࡂࡁ࠳ࡀ�ࡀ࠽࠴�࠳࠱࠼࠳࠷ࡀ࠳࠾ࡆ࠳�ࡁ࠷࠶ࡂ�࠶ࡁ࠷ࡀ࠳࠶࠱�࠺࠺࠷ࡅ�ࠗ��߯࠺࠳ࡄ࠳࠺�ࡂ࠼࠳࠻࠳࠵࠼࠻࠲࠷ࠛ�ࡀ࠽࠴�ࠛࠏࠠࠕࠝࠠࠞ
́࠳࠴࠷࠺�ࡇ࠻�࠴࠽
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Development of human capital by creating & delivering career development programs in partnership with lead-

ing educational institutes of the world.

To help organizations to attain sustainable growth by providing customized consulting solutions

To promote high quality on-the-job education opportunities for the working population

To provide Value Ad services to business with high potential in region of Middle East

The Anisuma Training & Executive Program Institute's Mission & Objectives is :

̆ ࠓࠏࠣ�ࡁ࠱࠷࠼࠽ࡀࡂ࠱࠳࠺ࠓ�ࡁ˽ࡇ࠹࠱࠘�ߺࡂ࠼࠳࠲࠷ࡁ࠳ࡀࠞ�࠳࠱࠷ࠤ�ࡀ࠳࠻ࡀ࠽ࠔ
̆ ߷ࡅ࠽࠼࠹࠱ࡃࠚ�ࠛࠗࠗ߶�ࡇ࠶࠾࠽ࡁ࠽࠺࠷࠶ࠞ�࠴࠽�ࡀ࠽ࡂ࠱࠽ࠒ
̆ ߷ࡅ࠽࠼࠹࠱ࡃࠚ�ࠛࠗࠗ߶�ߺ࠼࠽࠷ࡂࡀࡂࡁ࠷࠼࠷࠻࠲ࠏ�ࡁࡁ࠳࠼࠷ࡁࡃࠐ�࠴࠽�ࡁࡀ࠳ࡂࡁࠛ
߷ࠣࠛ߶�ࡅࠚ�࠴࠽�ࡁࡀ࠳ࡂࡁࠛ�ߺ࠳࠱࠼࠼࠷ࠔ�ߴ�࠳࠱ࡀ࠳࠻࠻࠽ࠑ�࠴࠽�ࡁࡀ࠳ࡂࡁࠛ

̆ ࡁࡀ࠳ࡇ�ࠆࠀ�ࡀ࠳ࡄ࠽�࠴࠽�࠳࠱࠼࠳࠷ࡀ࠳࠾ࡆ࠳�࠹ࡀ࠽ࡅ�࠳ࡄ࠷ࡂ࠺ࡃ࠻ࡃࠑ

Founder Director & Managing Partner
Dr. Mahesh Chotrani

                 Founder Director
Manohar Punjabi

̆ ࡇࡂ࠷ࡁࡀ࠳ࡄ࠷࠼ࠣ�࠷࠶࠺࠳ࠒ��ࡂ࠼࠳࠻࠳࠵࠼ࠛ�࠴࠽�࠲࠺࠳࠷ࠔ�࠳࠶ࡂ�࠼࠷�࠳ࡂࡃ࠲ࡀࠕ
߷࠷࠲࠼ࠗ߶

̆ ࡁࡀ࠳ࡇ�ࠆࠁ�࠴࠽�࠳࠱࠼࠳࠷ࡀ࠳࠾ࡆ࠳�࠹ࡀ࠽ࡅ�࠳ࡄ࠷ࡂ࠺ࡃ࠻ࡃࠑ
̆ ࠺࠰࠽࠺ࠕ�ߺࡁ࠳࠷࠼࠾࠻࠽ࠑ�࠴ࠝ�࠾ࡃ࠽ࡀࠕ�ࡁ˽ࡇ࠹࠱࠘�ߺࡀ࠽ࡂ࠱࠳ࡀ࠷ࠒ�࠳ࡄ࠷ࡂࡃ࠱࠳ࡆࠓ

Industry Leaders &
Local Pioneers

Smooth functioning 
of the Programme

Facilitate comfort Connect with 250+
Anisuma Alumni

Insure you absorb &
internalize the 
programme

•

•
•
•

Anisuma Training Institute is a creator and facilitator of Executive Learning & Training Programmes designed for 

professionals in the UAE in collaboration with leading institutions across the globe. With a team that comes with 

a solid professional and rich academic background Anisuma aims to provide world-class training in the region. 

Anisuma Traning Institute has succesfully conducted 6 batches of General Management Programme for Execut-

ives and has alumni strenght of 200+ participants.

About Anisuma 

Mission & Objectives

Founders

Advantage
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Introduction sessions 
on Economics and 
Finance



      B.E., MBA, Ph.D (Jadavpur University)
      Indian Institute of Management - Indore

+91- 
kousikg@iimidr.ac.in 

 731- 2439  518
      
      www.iimidr.ac.in
      
      www.iimidr.ac.in

 Prof..Kousik Guhathakurta

Contact Information
For Registration and any other information, please contact:
Mahesh Chotrani 
Programme Director Programme Coordinator
Anisuma Training Institute LLC, P.O. Box 13745                      
F03, Block 13, Knowledge Village, Dubai, UAE
    +97150 4224281, +971 54 9955644  
    mahesh@anisuma.com/marketing@anisuma.com                
    www.anisuma.com

    +97150 4224281, +971 54 9955644  
    mahesh@anisuma.com/marketing@anisuma.com                                            
    www.anisuma.com

Programme Director                                                         Programme Coordinator                                                                                  

Program Duration:
Program Period:       "QSJM ���� to +VMZ 2021
Dates: Weekends
Session Timings:     10:00am to 3:00pm
Venue: Online (Dates to be announced)
Leadership Level:    Middle Managers, Senior Managers, Entrepreneurs�
Last Date To Apply: .BSDI���, ����

Selection
As the seats are limited therefore criteria for selection for the programme will be:
̆ Academic background
̆ Professional experience
̆ First-come, first-served basis

Registration process
Last Date to submit Application
Enrollment Confirmation to Applicants             

Course Fee Payment by Participants
Course Inauguration & 1st Module Class 

Programme fee
Fee includes Tuition, Course Material, and Certification.

              
            

!"#$%&'(#$)##$*+$*,-./+*(#$')$%..$0%1#+

   
    

Discount
!"#$%&'(#)&*(+,-./01 2#3*+04%0*',+$4#-#*(#5$6*0"$7%89#,0+$',$'4$&#)'4#$#%4.8$&*45$5#%5.*,#$6*..$&#$#,0*0.#5$0'$%,$#%4.8$&*45$5*+-'/,0$')$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$:;<=$>"#-?$6*0"$@,*+/9%$2#3*+04%0*',$AB*-#$)'4$9'4#$5#0%*.+=$
2#-.3&*(+,-./01     C4'/7$')$$D$'4$9'4#$7%40*-*7%,0+$6*..$&#$#,0*0.#5$0'$%$5*+-'/,0$')$:E<=$A43%,*+%0*',+$-%,$%(%*.$0"#9+#.(#+$')$&'0"$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$0"#$5*+-'/,0+$$+/&F#-0$0'$%$9%1*9/9$'(#4%..$5*+-'/,0$')$:G<=$$$$   

                                   
 
    
 

    

Installments    
Full Payment    

 :                  HIJ>+$,##5$0'$&#$+/&9*00#5$6*0"*,$G$5%8+$')$-',)*49%0*',K   AED 12,750 
                 HL/..$L##$0'$&#$7%*5$6*0"*,$G$5%8+$')$-',)*49%0*',K   :    AED 11,750

 
  AED 5,250   H6*0"*,$G$5%8+$')$-',)*49%0*',K
 AED 2,500 monthly payments paid every month for 
3   months (Cheques dated 5th of every month 
starting  "QSJM� until +VOF 2021)   

   ���months

�.BSDI�������
"QSJM��������

 Within 5 days of Confirmation �       ��������������  ������� � � � � �
"QSJM���

̆
̆

Programme Details: Details: Strategic Financial
Management Programme For Executives
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Prof. Himanshu Rai
Director, IIM Indore

From the Director’s Desk
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Established in 1996, with the objectives of imparting high quality management education and training by the

Department of Higher Education, Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India, IIM Indore is

recognized as one of the premier management in- stitutions, comparable to the best in the world for teaching,

research and interaction with industries and is an institute of national importance under the Indian Institutes of

Management Act 2017.  Spread over 194 acres, IIM Indore stands with pride, with the Triple Crown of 3 ac-

creditations, first from the Association of MBAs, AMBA, second from the AACSB & third from EQUIS. IIM 

  

   rds that develop socially-conscious managers, leaders and entrepreneurs, IIM Indore is one of the fastest 

 Indore has been a leader in the field of management education, interfacing with the industry, government and 
 PSUs. With a mission to be a contextually-relevant business school with world-class academic standa-

growing institutions in India today. For IIM Indore, last few years of its growth have proved to be the most 

rewarding years in terms of international expansion, introduction of new programmes, infrastructure facilities, 
strengthening of personnel etc. With over 104 faculty members, IIM Indore is poised to become a world class 
institution in the years to come. In continuation with our endeavours to reach out to the world with best 
management practices, we are launching our next batch of General Management Programme for Executives in 

Dubai in January 2020 in association with our Dubai Partner – Anisuma Training Institute. With this, we wish to 

inspire innovative management education based on international practices and Indian wisdom, globally. We invite 

you to be a part of this endeavour. 



Other Programmes of Anisuma

CORE CURRICULUM
1. Business Environment & Macro Economics
2. HRM & Organizational Behaviour
3. Marketing Management
4. Managerial Accounting

  

11. Leadership
12. Strategic Management 
  

 

5. Operations Management
6. Business Negotiations & Communication
7. Supply Chain Management

  

10. Entrepreneurship
  

8. Financial Management
  

Case Study Method
  

9. Digital Marketing 
  

                                     A 9 - month intensive programme, in Dubai - (UAE) & Indore - (India)

Business Simulations
  

Role Play
  

PROGRAMME OBJECTIVES

ABOUT IIM-INDORE

PEDAGOGY

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
 Executives and Professionals to gain a panoramic view into business management.
 Managers and Functional Heads to expand their organizational understanding.
 Entrepreneurs to gain insights into various functions and the interdisciplinary nature of business.
 
 

  

       INDORE
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT

CERTIFICATION AND ALUMNI STATUS
On successful completion of the programme, the participants will be awarded &HUWL¿FDWH�RI�&RPSOHWLRQ of General Manage-
ment Programme for Executives from IIM Indore and will be eligible for Executive Alumni Status of the Institute.

General Management Programme For Executives - Dubai 

IIM Indore, established in 1996 is a premium 
business school, rich in latest teaching aids, learn-
ing resources, strong I.T. backbone, sports 
complex & hostel with contemporary infrastructure. 
Situated atop a scenic hillock, the 194-acre 
campus of IIM Indore provides an ideal backdrop 
for contemplative learning.

Develop management concepts for formulating & implementing strategies in functional & general management areas. 
'HYHORS�DQDO\WLFDO�	�VNLOO�VHWV� LQ�PDQDJHPHQW� WR�JDXJH�FKDQJH�KROLVWLFDOO\�	�HQKDQFH� WKH�HI¿FLHQF\�	�HIIHFWLYHQHVV�RI�
organizations.
Manage multifunctional teams / business units and lead transformational challenges at the organization

�0DVWHUV�LQ�0DQDJHPHQW
         Global Ranking - Top 100
        

0DKHVK�&KRWUDQL��3URJUDPPH�'LUHFWRU�
Knowledge Park, Dubai, UAE
        : +971 50 4224281 / +971 54 9955644

For information on programme, brochure & registration please contact

: ZZZ�DQLVXPD�FRP: PDKHVK#DQLVXPD�FRP
        :         : 


